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Beider, Alexander. *A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from Galicia*. Avotaynu, 2004. Covers 25,000 different surnames used by Jews in Galicia, describing the districts within Galicia where the surname appeared, the origin of the meaning of the name, and the variants found.
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Beider, Alexander. *A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the Kingdom of Poland*. Teaneck, NJ: Avotaynu, Inc., 1996, 608 pp. More than 32,000 Jewish surnames with origins in that part of the Russian Empire known as the Kingdom of Poland or Congress Poland.
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Feldblyum, Boris. Russian-Jewish Given Names. Avotaynu, 1998. 6,000 Jewish given names used in Russia at the turn of the 20th century. Contains the etymology of root names and identifies variants as kinnui (everyday names), variants or distortions.
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Menk, Lars. *A Dictionary of Jewish German Surnames.* Avotaynu, 2005. 13,000 German-Jewish surnames from pre-World War I Germany, providing the etymology and variants of each name and identifying the town and time period where the name appeared.
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